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Flip-posters “English” Flip-posters “English”

This teacher’s guide contains some suggestions for activities
that you can do with the FLIP-POSTERS.

Teacher’s know best how to make use of the flip-posters,
grading their language according to the pupils’ level. With
their experience, they can enhance lessons and achieve
linguistic objectives with activities which make lessons
become more lively and interesting for pupils.

“Flip posters” is a series of 20 posters carefully designed for teaching elementary
English to school children. Using familiar situations and clear, attractive images, they
are an entertaining and enjoyable introduction to the foreign language, providing
young students with all the basic oral language skills which they need for everyday
life.

The posters adopt a functional/communicative method in which vocabulary and
structures are learnt in topic-based lessons. They can be used to facilitate a wide
variety of teaching strategies where the aim is not only to encourage vocabulary
learning but also, and more importantly, to encourage listening and conversation skills
and later, reading and writing.

There is nothing written on the posters and they have been printed on plastic sheets
which leave the teacher free to write and then rub out whatever text is suitable for
the language level of the class. Thus, the teacher has a tool which he/she can use
creatively and repeatedly as the teaching of the foreign language progresses.

Happy and cheerful characters who represent various ethnic groups, appear
throughout the poster series. The students are motivated to follow the adventures of
the characters, so we would suggest the teachers get students to choose names for
each one so that they can become familiar with them in class.

Here are the themes that have been chosen for the poster series and some suggestions
regarding the linguistic structures associated with the picture posters.
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5
Flip-posters“English”

Objectives:
■ Asking about the colour of an object.
■ Identifying and saying simple and compound colours.

Vocabulary: 
Red Purple
Pink Green
Brown White
Yellow Black
Orange Colour
Blue To colour

Structures:
“How many children can you see?” “I can see four children.”
“How many children are there.” “ There are three children.”
“What colour is this?” (What colour is it?) “ It’s red.”

Activities:
■ Invite your students to draw something and colour it as they wish.
■ Alternatively, give the class sheets of paper with numbers on, which must be

coloured in a particular colour:
“Colour number 1 red, colour number 2 green.”
“Do you like colouring? “ Yes, I do./No, I don’t.”
“What’s your favourite colour?”
“What colour do red and blue make?” “ Purple!” “Right!”
“What colour do red and white make?” “ Pink!” “Good!”
“What colour do red and green make?” “ Brown!” “Well done!”
“What colour do red and yellow make?” “ Brown!” “Wrong! They make orange!”
“What colour do yellow and blue make?” “ Green!” “Right!”
“What colour do black and white make?” “ Grey!” “Yes!”

■ Give each child a piece of different-coloured card. Then call out one colour at a
time. The child with the colour you have called must give you the card. You can do
this game in pairs. In this case, the child who gives you the correct card first wins a
point against his opponent.

Poster n. 2: Colours

4
Flip-posters“English”

Objectives:
■ Greetings, introductions and socializing.

Vocabulary:
Child Girls
Children Brother
Boy Sister
Girl Friend
Boys Friends

Structures and dialogues:
“Hello, Paul.” “Hello, Patricia”
“Hello, my name’s Patricia. (Hello, I’m Patricia.) What’s your name?”
“ My name’s Paul.”
“Hello Patricia, this is my sister Lucy.” “ Hello, Patricia.” “Hello, Lucy.”
“Hello Patricia, how are you?” “ Very well, thanks, and you?”
“How old are you?” “I’m ten. How old are you?” “I’m eleven.”
“Where are you from?” “ I’m from Scotland.”
“Where do you live?” “ I live at number 12,Victoria Street.”
“Bye Patricia, see you tomorrow.” “ O.K. then, bye.”

Activities:
■ The introduction of individual students in the class to others and exchange of

information about age, place of origin and address…
■ The teacher asks one student his age, where he’s from and his address, and then

the students repeat the questions amongst themselves. This activity can be done as
a role-play interview where first the teacher is the interviewer and then each child
in turn.

■ Further use of the poster situation to include children’s personal experiences: 
“ Have you got a lot of friends? (How many friends have you got?) 
“ What are your friends’ names?
“ What’s your best friend’s name?”

Poster n. 1: Friends
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Flip-posters“English”

Objectives:
■ Revision of the structures for introductions and socializing.
■ Identifying some clothes.

Vocabulary:
Shirt Hat
Cardigan Glasses
Belt Pullover
Skirt Trousers
Socks Trainers
Shoes To wear

Structures:
“What’s the boy wearing?”
“What’s the girl wearing?”
“What colour’s the skirt?” “ It’s red.”

Dialogues:
“Hello, how are you?” “Fine, and you?” “Fine, thanks.”
“What are you doing?” I’m waiting for the bus.”
“I like your pullover.”
“Do you like my hat?” “ Yes, I do./No, I don’t.”

Activities:
■ Describing the poster using colours.
■ Further use of the poster situation to include the children’s experiences:

“What are you wearing?” “ I’m wearing…”
“What’s he wearing?”
“What’s she wearing?”

■ Guessing a member of the class from the teacher’s description of what he/she is
wearing. The description should be limited to one or two clothes to produce an
immediate response and to make the game quicker and more enjoyable.

■ Giving simple commands about clothes:
“Put on the hat!”
“Take off a shoe!”

■ The teacher can hang the cards with illustrations of the various clothes on the
classroom wall. Then say to the children “ Put on the skirt, put on the shirt…” The
first child to reach the right clothes wins a point. The winner is the person with
most points.

Poster n. 4: Clothes

6
Flip-posters“English”

Objectives:
■ Positioning of objects and people.
■ Presentation of some prepositions.

Vocabulary:
House Garden
Roof Flower
Window Tree
Door Gate
Wall Dog
Garage Cat
Car

Structures:
“What colour’s the roof?” “It’s red.”
“What colour are the windows?” “ They’re green.”
“How many windows can you see?” “ I can see eight windows.”
“How many flowers are there?” “ There are twelve flowers.”
“Is the gate open or closed?” “ It’s closed.”
“Where’s the cat?” “It’s on the roof.”
“Where’s the car?” “ It’s inside the garage.”
“Where’s the dog?” “ It’s in the garden.”
“Where’s the boy?” “ He’s behind the tree.”
“What’s the girl doing?” “ She’s looking for her brother.”

Dialogues:
“Where are you, Paul?” “I’m behind the tree!”
“I can’t find the cat.” “ It’s on the roof.”

Activities:
■ Describing the poster, using numbers, colours and prepositions.
■ Further use of the poster situation to include the children’s personal experiences:

“ Have you got a cat or a dog at home?”
“What’s its name?”
“Do you prefer cats or dogs?”

■ Getting the students to draw a house and colour it according to the teacher’s
instructions.

Poster n. 3: The House
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Flip-posters“English”

Objectives:
■ Describing the weather.
■ Identifying some aspects of the countryside.

Vocabulary:
Spring Frog
March Flower
April Butterfly
May Bird
June Dog
Park Sky
Tree Cloud
Pond Path

Structures:
“What’s the weather like?” “It’s sunny.”

“It’s a lovely day.”
“What season is it?” “It’s spring.”“Right!”
“What month is it?” “ It’s April, May...”
“What are the two children doing?” “They’re going for a walk.”
“What’s the dog doing?” “ It’s looking at the butterfly.”
“How many flowers can you see?” “I can see twelve flowers.”
“Where are the frogs?” “They’re in the pond.”
“What colour is the dog?” “ It’s brown.”
“What are the children wearing?”

Activities
■ Further use of the poster using numbers, colours, adjectives and prepositions.
■ Extending the poster situation to include the children’s personal experiences:

“Do you like spring?” “Do you like playing in the park?”
“Is it sunny today?” “Are there any clouds?”

Poster n. 6: Spring

8
Flip-posters“English”

Objectives:
■ Identifying adjectives referring to clothes.
■ Possessive and demonstrative adjectives.

Vocabulary:
Dress Skirt New
Belt Hat Old
Trousers Gloves Tight
Shirt Trainers Small
Shoes Glasses Big
Pullover Long
Blouse Short

Structures:
“Look at this dress: It’s (too) long!”
“Look at these trousers: They’re (too) short!”
“Look at those trousers: They’re old/new!”
“Look at that pullover: It’s (too) tight!”
“Look at that shirt: It’s (too) big!”
“Look at this hat: It’s (too) small!”
“Look at these gloves: They’re (too) big!”
“Look at John: His trousers are long!”
“Look at Mary: Her blouse is big!”

Activities:
■ Describing the poster using colours and adjectives:

“Whose shirt is too big?”
“Whose trousers are too long?”…
(For the answers, you can use the names given to the characters in the posters.)

■ Writing a sentence for each character.
■ Who says: “My dress is too long”?
■ Matching sentences with characters.

Poster n. 5: Adjectives
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Flip-posters“English”

Objectives:
■ Describing the weather.
■ Identifying some autumnal features.

Vocabulary:
Autumn Wind
September Rain
October Bicycle
November Leaf (Leaves)
December Raincoat
Cloud

Structures:
“What’s the weather like?” “It’s raining.”

“It’s cloudy .”
“It’s windy .”

“What season is it?” “It’s autumn.”
“What month is it?” “ It’s October, November...”
“What are the two children doing?” “ They’re going home.”
“Where’s the dog?” “It’s in the bicycle basket.”

“It’s under the raincoat .”
“What are the children wearing?” “They’re wearing raincoats.”
“What colour are the children’s raincoats?” “ They’re...”

Dialogues:
“Hurry up, Paul!”
“Wait for me, Lucy!”
“Brr…I’m wet and cold.”
“What terrible weather!”

Activities:
■ Describing the poster using numbers, colours, adjectives and prepositions.
■ Further use of the poster situation to include the children’s personal experiences:

“Do you like autumn?”
“What do you wear when it rains?”
“Have you got a bicycle?”
“Do you like riding a bike?”
“Do you like going out in the rain?”

■ Singing the famous song: “Singing in the rain”
■ Learning the nursery rhyme: “Rain rain go away

Come again another day”

Poster n. 8: Autumn
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Flip-posters“English”

Objectives:
■ Describing the weather.
■ Identifying some features of the seaside.

Vocabulary:
Summer Boat
June Fish
July Seagull
August Beach
September Sand
Sun Sandcastle
Sea Swimming costume

Structures:
“What’s the weather like?” “It’s sunny and very hot.”
“What season is it?” “ It’s summer.”
“What month is it?” “It’s July, August…”
“What are Paul and Lucy doing?” They’re playing ball.”
“Is George playing?” “ No, he’s sitting.”
“How many fish can you see?” “I can see two fish.”
“What colour’s the ball?” “ It’s...”

Dialogues:
“It’s hot!”
“Come on, George, come and play.” “No thanks, I’m tired.”
“ I love playing ball games!”

Activities:
■ Describing the poster using numbers, colours, adjectives and prepositions.
■ Further use of the poster situation to include the children’s personal experiences:

“Do you like summer?” “What do you do at the beach?”
“What do you wear when you are at the beach?”
“Can you make sandcastles?” “Can you swim?”

■ Singing the song: “A sailor went to sea, sea, sea
to see what he could see, see, see
but all that he could see, see, see
was the bottom of the deep blue sea, sea, sea.”

Poster n. 7: Summer
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Flip-posters“English”

Objectives:
■ Asking about and saying someone’s age and birthday.
■ Offering something.
■ Accepting and refusing.
■ Identifying names of food and drinks.

Vocabulary:
Birthday Nuts Biscuits
Cake Chocolate Glasses
Candles Sandwich Plates
Crisps Orange juice To eat
Popcorn Tea To drink
Strawberries

Structures:
“How many sandwiches are there on the plate?”
“ There are four sandwiches.”
“How old are you?” “I’m ten, what about you?”
“When’s your birthday?” “It’s on the third of December.”
“How about a piece of cake?” “Thanks.”
“Would you like some orange juice?” “Yes, please.”

“No, thanks .”
“No, I prefer cola.”

Dialogues:
“Happy Birthday!”
“Best wishes.”
“Do you like the cake?” “Yes, it’s very good.”
“Go on Paul, blow out the candles!”

Activities:
■ Describing the poster using numbers and colours.
■ Further use of the poster situation to include the children’s personal experiences:

“When’s your birthday?”
■ Get the children to design a party invitation for their own birthday putting the day

and the month of the party and the things there will be to eat.
■ Acting out a birthday party scene so that the children can practise the structures

they have learned.
■ Singing together the song: “Happy birthday to you!”

Poster n. 10: A Birthday
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Flip-posters“English”

Objectives:
■ Describing the weather.
■ Identifying some features of the winter scene.

Vocabulary:
Winter Mountain Scarf
December Snow Gloves
January Snowman Ear-muffs
February Sledge Hat
March Snowball Boots

Structures:
“What’s the weather like?” “It’s snowing.”

“It’s cold .”
“What season is it?” “It’s winter.”
“What month is it?” “ It’s January, February...”
“What’s the little girl doing?” “ She’s playing in the snow.”
“What’s the dog doing?” “It’s running on the snow.”
“What’s the little boy doing?” “He’s sitting on the sledge, he’s cold…” 
“What are the children wearing?”
“Where’s the little bird?” “ It’s on the branch.”
“What colour is the boy’s hat?” “It’s...”

Dialogues:
“Come on Paul, come and play!”
“Brr, I’m cold.”
“Let’s make a snowman.”
“Go on Scotty, fetch the snowball!”

Activities:
■ Describing the poster using colours, adjectives and prepositions.
■ Further use of the poster situation to include the children’s personal experiences:

“Do you like winter?” “Do you like playing in the snow?”
“What do you wear when it’s snowing?” “Which is your favourite season?”
“Can you ski?” “Can you build snowmen?”
“Do you like sledging?” “What’s the weather like today?”

■ Making a weather calendar of the months in class.
■ Learning the poem:“Snow snow oh so white 

Falling falling in the night”

Poster n. 9: Winter
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Flip-posters“English”

Objectives:  
■ Asking and giving. 
■ Offering something.
■ Accepting and refusing.
■ Identifying the names of food and drinks.

Vocabulary:
Country Plate Fruit Drink
Rainbow Glass Cherries Orange juice
Rabbit Bottle Bananas
Fox Chocolate Apples
Tablecloth Sandwich Pears

Structures:
“Where are the children?” “They’re in the country.”
“What are they doing?” “They’re having a picnic.”
“What’s Lucy eating?” “She’s eating an apple.”
“What’s the boy drinking?” “He’s drinking some orange juice.”
“What can you see on the table?” “I can see chocolate, fruit…”
“What colour’s the rainbow?” “ It’s...”
“How many animals can you see in the picture?” “I can see two animals.”

Dialogues:
“Do you like orange juice, Richard?” “Yes, I like it very much.”
“I don’t like bananas, I prefer apples.”
“Would you like some orange juice?” “ Yes, please./No, thanks.”

Activities:
■ Describing the poster using numbers, colours, adjectives and prepositions.
■ Further use of the poster situation to include the children’s personal experiences:

“Have you ever had a picnic?”
“Do you like the country?”
“What food do you take with you when you have a picnic?”

■ Organising a survey on food and drink preferences. The results of the survey can be
put on a graph.
“How many children like orange juice?”
“How many children like chocolate?”

■ Learning the nursery rhyme:One potato, two potatoes, three potatoes, four.
Five potatoes, six potatoes,
Seven potatoes, more!

Poster n. 12: A Picnic
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Flip-posters“English”

Objectives:
■ Asking questions to identify an object (means of transport).
■ Giving a present to someone.
■ Saying thanks.

Vocabulary:
Present
Wrapping paper
Ribbon
Car
Train
Ship
Motorbike
Plane

Structures:
“What colour is this parcel?”
“What is there in this parcel?” “ There’s a car.”

Dialogues:
“This is a present for you.” “Thank you!”
“How beautiful, I love it!”
“Fantastic!”
“Great!”
“What a lot of presents, thank you!”
“Do you like my present?” “ Yes, it’s lovely.”

Activities:
■ Describing the poster using numbers and colours.
■ Further use of the poster situation to include the children’s personal experiences:

“ When is your birthday?”
■ Draw on the board a small part of one of the objects in the story.

Then ask: “ What is it?”If none of the children can answer, go on drawing until
someone recognizes the object and says its name.

Poster n. 11: Presents
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Flip-posters“English”

Objectives: 
■ Recognizing names of wild animals and saying their location.
■ Asking and saying where the animals live.
■ Knowing how to describe an animal and make comparisons with other animals.

Vocabulary:
Snake Bear
Lion Panda
Crocodile Elephant
Hippopotamus Monkey
Parrot Kangaroo
Tiger Tail
Giraffe Paw
Zebra Trunk

Structures:
“How many animals can you see?”
“Where’s the crocodile?” “ It’s near the pond.”
“Where’s the snake?” “It’s up the tree.”
“Where does a lion live?” “It lives in Africa.”
“Which animal lives in Australia?” “The kangaroo.”
“A lion is bigger than a monkey.” “True!”
“An elephant is smaller than a crocodile.” “ False!”

Activities:
■ Describing the poster using adjectives, colours, prepositions and comparatives
■ Further use of the poster situation to include the children’s personal experiences:

“Have you ever been to the zoo?” “ What’s your favourite animal?”
■ Recognizing an animal from a description given by the teacher:

“It’s bigger than a lion, it’s grey, it’s got a trunk and four feet…”
“ It’s an elephant!”“Good!”

■ Singing the song: “The animals went in two by two, hurrah, hurrah…
the elephant and the kangaroo, hurrah, hurrah..
the animals went three by three,
the cow, the sheep and the bumblebee…

Poster n. 14: Wild Animals
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Flip-posters“English”

Objectives:
■ Identifying the names of domestic and farm animals.
■ Saying their location.

Vocabulary:
Farm Horse Bird Rabbit
Farmer Sheep Chick Mouse
Animals Cow Hen Dog
Donkey Cat Goose

Structures:
“Where are the children?” “They’re on a farm.”
“Where’s the cat?” “ It’s up the tree.”
“How many animals can you see?”
“Which animals have four feet?”
“Which animals have two feet?”
“Which animals can fly?”
“Which animals can’t fly?”
“What’s the name for the baby of a hen?” “ Chick!!”

Dialogues:
“Look how many chicks there are! Aren’t they sweet!”
“Welcome to my farm, children!” “I like living on a farm.”
“Can I give the horse something to eat?”

Activities:
■ Describing the poster using numbers, colours, adjectives and prepositions.
■ Further use of the poster situation to include the children’s personal experiences:

“Have you ever visited a farm?” “What’s your favourite animal?”
■ Guessing the name of a farm animal from a description given by the teacher:

“It’s big with four feet and it’s black and white. It says: Moo. What animal is it? “ It’s
a cow!” “Good!”
“There’s a mouse in the poster, do you know where it is?”

■ Guessing the name of an animal from its sound.
■ Playing the game: “Can-can’t”: ask the children:

“Can a cow fly?” “ No, it can’t.”
“Can a chick fly?” “No, it can’t.”
“Can a plane fly?” “Yes, it can.”

■ Singing the song: “Old MacDonald has a farm, E-I-E-I-O
and on his farm he has a cow, E-I-E-I-O
with a moo-moo here, and a moo-moo there
here a moo, there a moo, everywhere a moo-moo…”
(repeat with other animals)

Poster n. 13: Farm Animals
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Flip-posters“English”

Objectives: 
■ Asking and saying what someone is doing.
■ Asking and saying at what time something is happening.
■ Giving and carrying out simple orders.

Vocabulary:
Morning To comb one’s hair Today
To get up To have breakfast Yesterday
To wash To eat Tomorrow
To dress To drink
To put on To go to school

Structures:
“What’s Lucy doing?” “She’s getting up… she’s washing…”
“What time does Lucy get up?” “She gets up at seven o’ clock.”
“What’s she putting on?”
“What does she have for breakfast?” “ She eats biscuits.”
“Where is she going?” “ She’s going to school.”

Dialogues:
“Good morning! “Brr… the water’s cold!” “Now I’m getting dressed!”
“Is it morning already?” “Now I’m combing my hair!” “I love milk!”
“I’m ready to go to school!”

Activities:
■ Describing the poster using the verb tenses appropriate to the linguistic level of the

class:
“Lucy gets up at seven o’ clock, then she washes...”
“Yesterday Lucy got up at seven o’ clock, then she washed…”
“Tomorrow Lucy will get up at seven o’ clock, then she’ll wash. ..”

■ Further use of the poster situation to include the children’s personal experience:
“What time do you get up?”
“What do you wear to go to school?”
“What do you have for breakfast?”
“What time do you go to school?”

■ Give simple orders to the class so that the pupils can mime the actions:
“Get up!”“Comb your hair!”

■ Get the pupils to write a suitable sentence for each scene.
■ Match the sentences to the scenes.

Poster n. 16: Lucy’s day (Part One)

18
Flip-posters“English”

Objectives:
■ Telling the time from a clock.
■ Asking the time.
■ Saying the time.
■ Revision of the numbers up to 12.

Vocabulary:
It’s one o’clock It’s ten o’clock
It’s two o’clock It’s eleven o’clock
It’s three o’clock It’s twelve o’clock
It’s four o’clock It’s midday
It’s five o’ clock It’s midnight
It’s six o’ clock It’s quarter past one
It’s seven o’ clock It’s half past one
It’s eight o’ clock It’s quarter to two
It’s nine o’clock

Structures:
“What time is it?” “It’s ...”
“What’s the time?” “It’s...”
“It’s early!”
“At what time…?”

Activities:
■ Draw the hands of a clock and invite the pupils to say the time.
■ The hands can be positioned on the hour or part of an hour.
■ Learning the rhyme:   “It’s one o’clock, it’s two o’clock

it’s three o’clock, it’s four.
It’s five o’clock, it’s six o’ clock,
it’s seven o’ clock or more.
It’s eight o’clock, it’s nine o’ clock,
it’s ten o’ clock, I know.
It’s eleven o’clock, it’s twelve o’clock, I’m sure!”

Poster n. 15: The Clock
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Flip-posters“English”

Objectives:
■ Knowing and saying the names of parts of the body.
■ Being able to describe someone.
■ Asking and giving information about one’s state of health.

Vocabulary:
Swimming pool Ears Fingers Toes
Head Neck Stomach Tall
Hair Shoulders Back Short
Eyes Arms Legs Fat
Nose Hands Feet Thin
Mouth

Structures:
“How are you?” “I have got a headache.”
“How are you?” “I have got a stomach-ache.”
“Describe Lucy!” “She’s tall and thin. She’s got short, blonde hair and blue eyes…”
“What colour is Lucy’s costume?”
“What’s Paul doing?” “ He’s sunbathing.”
“There are two animals in the poster, find them!”

Dialogues:
“I’m ready for a swim!” “Come on Paul, dive in!” “No, I prefer sunbathing.”
“Sunbathing is wonderful!” “Being on holiday is fantastic!”

Activities:
■ Describing the poster using adjectives and colours.
■ Further use of the poster situation to include the children’s personal experiences:

“What colour is your hair?”
“Can you describe yourself?”
“Describe your best friend .”

■ Making a mask or a creature from outer space following the teacher’s instructions:
“It’s got a big head, six eyes, three ears...”

■ Singing the song: “Head and shoulders, knees and toes, knees and toes
Head and shoulders, knees and toes, knees and toes
And eyes and ears and mouth and nose 
Head and shoulders, knees and toes, knees and toes.”

Poster n. 18: The Human Body
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Flip-posters“English”

Objectives:
■ Asking and saying what someone is doing.
■ Asking and saying at what time something is happening.
■ Giving and carrying out simple orders.
■ Talking about a series of events using the adverbs “First, then, after, finally...”

Vocabulary:
Afternoon To study
Evening To have dinner
Night To watch television
To go back home To go to bed
To play To sleep
To read

Structures:
“What’s Lucy doing?” “She’s going back home. She’s playing with her dog…”
“Where’s Lucy playing? “She’s playing in the garden.”
“What time does Lucy have dinner?” “At seven o’clock.”
“What does Lucy do after dinner?” “She watches television…”

Dialogues:
“Come on, Scotty, hurry up.” “I like reading.” “This soup is delicious.”
“Goodnight.”

Activities:
■ Describing the poster using verb tenses appropriate to the linguistic level of the

class:
“ Lucy’s going back home, now she’s playing...”
“Lucy usually goes back home at three o’clock, then she plays, then. ..”
“Yesterday Lucy went back home at three o’ clock, then she played, then.. .”
“Tomorrow Lucy will go back home at three…”

■ Further use of the poster situation to include the children’s personal experience:
“ What time do you go home from school?”
“What do you do at three o’clock?”

■ Getting each child to describe his own day and compare it with his classmates. 
The similarities and differences can be shown on a graph to illustrate the habits 
of the class.

Poster n. 17: Lucy’s day (Part Two)
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Flip-posters“English”

Objectives:
■ Asking and giving information about sports abilities and preferences.
■ Identifying the names of some sports.

Vocabulary:
To play Basketball Basket
To swim Swimming Player

Tennis Racket
Volleyball Net
Football Ball
Baseball Baseball bat

Structures:
“I like playing basketball.”
“Do you like football?” “ Yes, I do./No I don’t”
“Do you like playing tennis?” “No, I prefer playing baseball.”
“I can swim, but I can’t play tennis.”
“Can you play tennis?”
“I’m very good at basketball.”

Dialogues:
“I’ve scored a goal!”
“Swimming is a difficult sport!”
“Playing tennis is great!”
“I’m ready, come on, throw the ball!”

Activities:
■ Describing the poster using adjectives and verbs.
■ Further use of the poster situation to include the children’s personal experiences:

“ Do you play any sports?”
“Do you like playing tennis?”
“Can you play basketball?”
“What’s your favourite sport?”

Poster n. 20: Sports

22
Flip-posters“English”

Objectives:
■ Identifying features of the town and saying their location.
■ Knowing how to give directions.

Vocabulary:
House Pavement
Cinema Lamp-post
School Lorry
Supermarket Bus
Shop Car
Park Traffic lights
Street Zebra crossing

Structures:
“Where are the two children?” “They’re in the town.”
“How many means of transport can you see in the street?”
“How many people can you see on the pavement?”
“What’s at the end of the street?” “ There’s a supermarket.”
“Is there a park?” “Yes, it’s on the right./It’s on the left.”
“How can I get to the cinema?” “Go to the end of the street, then turn right.”

Dialogues:
“Look, Lucy, there’s a car over there.” “Let’s go to the park.”
“The bus is coming.” “That’s our school.”

Activities:
■ Describing the poster using colours, adjectives, prepositions and verbs.
■ Further use of the poster situation to include the children’s personal experiences:

“Is the town where you live big?”
■ Getting the pupils to follow a route on a town plan according to the directions

given by the teacher.
■ Doing a “drawing dictation” where the children draw a town in their exercise

books following the teacher’s instructions: “ There’s a long street, on the right
there’s a park, next there’s a cinema, on the left there’s a supermarket… on the
road there are cars…”

Poster n. 19: The Town



1:Friends
2:Colours
3:The House
4:Clothes
5:Adjectives
6:Spring
7:Summer
8:Autumn
9:Winter

10:A Birthday
11:Presents
12:A Picnic
13:Farm Animals
14:Wild Animals
15:The Clock
16:Lucy’s Day (Part One)

17:Lucy’s Day (Part Two)

18:The Human Body
19:The Town
20:Sports

et toi....... Przedstawiciel i D ystrybutor
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